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Abstract— The purpose of this project is to make such a 

mechanical oriented project to reduce the scrap volume and 

use it for recycle purpose properly. It will help to keep earth 

neat and clean. There is wide use of cans for food packaging 

and for storage it requires large storage at hotels, canteens 

and many public places. This project involves processes like 

design, fabrication, and assembling process. There are 

manual can crusher based on simple slider crank mechanism 

but in this project the toggle mechanism is used to crush the 

can. It will reduce the scrap volume as well as transportation 

cost by reducing volume. After all process had been done, 

this crusher may help us to understand the fabrication and 

designing process that involve in this project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The whole purpose of this project is to understand the 

fundamental knowledge of design and mechanism by using 

toggle mechanism. A can crusher is basically one of the 

most useful machines. It helps to reduce the pollute 

environment of this world. Thus helps to create a better 

place to live in. Apart from that, this can crusher can 

actually be the future mode of recycles apart from the 

recycle bins. The designs are an environment friendly and 

use simple mechanism properties such as toggle mechanism. 

The design is so done that the knowledge of designing, 

mechanism and forces are increased. This project consists of 

designing and fabrication of can crusher machine. 

 In order to reduce the waste, we planned to create a 

can crusher machine that will reduce the volume of 

aluminum cans by approximately eighty percent. Can 

crushers are primarily used to save space and for recycling. 

It can be placed everywhere, in the park, restaurants, 

canteens etc. In today's times, most of the food items 

available in the market are canned. Cold drinks and other 

beverages are also packed in cans. Commercial 

establishments like cafeterias and bars, have to deal with 

these empty or leftover cans as well as empty bisleri bottles 

etc. Storage is often a problem as these cans consume too 

much space, thereby increasing the total volume of the trash. 

As canned beverages and foods are frequently consumed 

even in homes, these cans can take up a lot of storage space. 

The transportation cost is also high for moving such huge no 

of cans. Hence to reduce scrap volume and transportation 

cost the use of can crusher is important. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nowadays pollution is increasing day by day and most of 

the products are packed in aluminium cans. It is increasing 

pollution rapidly. Also it is harmful for the environment. 

Recycling is way to reduce upcoming pollution. We can 

recycle aluminium can, it is an easiest recycling process. 

Can is 100% renewable. There is no waste product of 

aluminium can. It can be renewed in just within 60 days. We 

can recycle can by collecting it properly for recycling 

purpose. For this can crusher can be used to reduce the scrap 

volume of cans. 

There are various types of can crushers like, 

 Manual can crusher 

 Hydraulic can crusher 

 Pneumatic can crusher 

 Slider crank can crusher 

 But each of them listed has its own drawbacks like 

manual can crusher requires human power and operator gets 

fatigue after some time, in hydraulic and pneumatic can 

crusher the system become bulky due components. Hence 

the can crusher with toggle mechanism is better because it is 

manual can crusher but it requires less power as compare to 

the other mechanism. Toggle mechanism gives large output 

for smaller input. Also the fabrication with toggle 

mechanism is easy and of low cost. It does not require any 

electric power source. 

III. CAN CRUSHER 

A can crusher is device which is use to crush the aluminium 

can or any other objects of hollow large shape. Hence it 

reduces the large volume into smaller one. It reduces size. 

Hence it is useful to reduce scrap volume for easy recycling. 

IV. TOGGLE MECHANISM 

Toggle mechanism, combination of solid, usually metallic 

links (bars), connected by pin (hinge) joints that are so 

arranged that a small force applied at one point can create a 

much larger force at another point. Toggle mechanism is 

used, where large resistances are to be overcome through 

short distances. Here force applied will be small but output 

will be large. In the mechanism, 2 is input link to which 

power is supplied and 6 is an output link. Link 4 and 5 are of 

equal length. 
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V. WORKING 

The machine completely works on the principle of Toggle 

Mechanism which is main part of this mechanism. The 

mechanism converts rotary motion of crank in reciprocating 

motion of the slider. The crank (link 2) gives input power 

and slider (link 6) is an output link. 

 

VI. COMPONENTS 

1) Crank disc 

2) Hollow circular pipe 

3) Hollow square pipe 

4) Bearings 

5) Shaft 

A. Crank disc 

Crank disc is used to convert rotary motion from the manual 

force to the reciprocatory momentum through connecting 

rod. It is made up of mild steel of 280mm diameter and 

3mm thickness. It is connected by connecting rod two the 

other links. 

 

B. Hollow circular pipe 

Hollow circular pipe is used to make links of mechanism. 

Also it is used to give support to the base frame. It is made 

up of cast iron with thickness 3mm and diameter 25mm. 

 

C. Hollow square pipe 

Hollow square pipe is used to construct base stand. It is 

made up of cast iron of 25mm*25mm. 

 

D. Bearings 

Bearings are used to avoid friction between links. Also for 

the minimum frictional operation of any joints. Total seven 

bearings are used. 

 

E. Solid shaft 

Solid shaft is used to transmit the power. It gives motion to 

the crank. 

 

VII. CAD DRAWINGS 
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VIII. CAD MODEL OF WHOLE ASSEMBLY 

 

IX. FABRICATION 

SR.NO COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS 

1. 
LENGTH OF THE BASE 

FRAME 
920mm 

2. 
WIDTH OF THE BASE 

FRAME 
520mm 

3. 
DIAMETER OF THE 

CYLINDER OR SLEEVE 
65mm 

4. LENGTH OF CYLINDER 320mm 

5. DIAMETER OF PISTON 60mm 

6. LENGTH OF PISTON 85mm 

7. 
DIAMETER OF THE 

SHAFTS 
20mm 

8. 
OUTER DIAMETER OF 

THE CYLINDER 
67mm 

9. 
LENGTH OF THE 

HANDLE 
150mm 

10. 
LENGTH OF THE 

CONNECTING ROD 
300mm 

11. HEIGHT 330mm 

12. DIAMETER OF CRANK 280mm 

 

X. CALCULATION 

Force required to crush can: 

For this project (Can crusher) 

Mass of the object(m) = 18.9kg 

Distance travel by the piston in the sleeve or cylinder (d) = 

150mm or 0.15m 

Time (t) = 3sec 

Then, 

Velocity (V) = distance/time 

Velocity (V) = 0.15/3 

V= 0.05m/sec. 

Hence, 

Acceleration (a) = velocity/time 

Acceleration (a) = 0.05/3 

Acceleration (a) = 0.0167m/sec2 

We know, 

Force (F) = ma  {according to newton’s second law} 

Therefore, 

Force (F) = (18.9)*(0.0167) 

F = 0.31563N or (315.63)*10−3N 

Hence 

Force required to crush a can is 0.31563N (approx.) 

XI. IMPLICATIONS 

The aim was to make machine which will be of low cost so 

that everyone can use. The machine do not require any 

electrical power supply, hence can be put anywhere. It is 

easy to handle and transport. Scrap volume decreases and 

transportation cost of scrap also reduce. People will become 

aware about recycling. 

XII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this project the design and fabrication procedure is been 

adopted for fabrication of can crusher based on toggle 

mechanism, it helps to understand the concept of design and 

fabrication. Thus with the help of these processes we can 

fabricate can crusher to reduce scrap volume. There are can 

crusher based on simple slider crank mechanism but with 

the help of toggle mechanism we can crush the can easily at 

lower force, toggle mechanism gives larger output for small 

force applied. 

XIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The crusher can be further modified to accept plastic bottles. 

Can also make use of other power source like electric motor, 

hydraulic cylinder, pneumatic cylinder. Can also use both 

stroke of piston and adjustable mechanism to accommodate 

varying can and bottle sizes. Can make foot operating and 

can make can feeding mechanism. 
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